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Dear Campers, 
The Chazon Ish once said an amazing pshat 
in a Mamar Chazal. Chazal tell us “Gadol 
shimoosho yoser milimoodoh”- that serving 
is even greater than learning. That is the 
simple explanation. The Chazon Ish offered 
a deeper pshat. Limud is the words you 
say and the intellectual message you try  
and give over. Shimush is the tone and the 
expression you use. What Chazal are trying 
to impart to us is, that just as important or 
maybe even more important than what you 
say is how you say it. For us in camp, this is 
such an important message. We are faced 
with so many situations through the sum-
mer in which we can make or break some-
one’s day.  The smile we give our teammate 
after a great pass, the pat on the back or the 
words of encouragement after a strikeout, 
or even the willingness to include or sub 
ourselves out for a weaker player so we 
could all enjoy the game we’re playing, it is 
moments like these in which we transform 
our day to day excitement in Camp from 
mere “fun” to moments of Aliyah. We have 
endless opportunities to not only improve 
our jump shot, but to improve our middos 
and mentshlichkeit as well. And between 
me and you, it’s when we step up to the 
plate and make sure that everyone is having 
a blast that we realize that it’s us who are 
gaining the most 
Have a great Shabbos,  
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer

Talmidei HaShavua

Dear Talmidim,  
Nothing can cool off the excitement for learning 
groups in camp. It was a tremendous Kiddush 
Hashem to see so many boys involved in learning 
even as we have been temporarily misplaced from 
our classrooms. 
In 7th Grade, Rabbi Shulgaser’s shiur found an 
opinion, that if one doesn’t make a Brocha on 
Matzah he will not be yotzeh since it is like stolen 
Matzah. 
Rabbi Trop’s class has been toiling over a Tosfos 
about having to work when not doing Hashems 
will. 
Rabbi Halberstadt’s shiur  got into a heated 
discussion about eating olives; exactly when it can 
cause one to forget his learning. 
We were also privileged this past week to hear 
a Hesped on Rabbi Trenk Zt”l from Rabbi Trop 
who knew him first hand. As Rabbi Tropp pointed 
out when he began speaking, in honor  of Rabbi 
Trenk he did not use a microphone. Anyone who 
has ever heard Rabbi Trenk speak knows that his 
voice and his energy was so powerful, no outside 
help was needed. We too in camp try and create 
a ruach and a matzav where there is an enjoyable 
kol Torah (and some raffles and sodas as well!) 
Keep on shteiging, 
Have a great Shabbos 
Rabbi Jacobovics

This Week In ShiurDear Campers. . .

Rabbi Fiddle: Tzvi Seidman, Shmuel Levin
Rabbi Dan: Yaakov Pinter, Binyomin Gonsher

Rabbi Shulman: Rephael Negnewitzky, Akiva Levin
Rabbi Halberstadt: Aharon Laub, Aryeh Finkelstien

Rabbi Shulgaser: Yosef Brodsky, Mordechai Yitzchok Kagan
Rabbi Tropp: Moshe Brandwein, Moshe Fishbein

Rabbi Kessel: Aryeh Schimmel, Gavriel Glass
Reb Shimmy: Hillel Muehlgay, Yisroel Meth
Rabbi Hirth: Shloimie Dolinger, Zev Unger

Rabbi Victor: Eli Goldberg and Aharon Yurowitz

Enjoy 
Your Slush!

Keep 
Shteiging!



Teams W L
France 6 0

USA 4 2
Brazil 1 5

Argentina 1 5

World Cup Soccer                WBC
Teams W L T

Lumber Kings 6 0 0

Jackals 2 4 0
Rumble Ponies 1 3 2

Flying Squirrels 1 3 2

E-LeagueEFL

This Week In Camp

League Standings

New shiur rooms... Rabbi Hirth on stage... Meth “unintentionally walks” Pollack... Frohlich is the camp photographer... Zevie Feinsod shows up... 
Rafi the head life guard... Yehuda Feit beats Rabbi Schonfeld... name that tune... Menachem Schwab wins it... SWITCH!!... spell button... state capi-
tals... poppers... paintball trip... Aryeh Finkelstein drains deep buzzer beater at half... Davis 100 yard pick 6 to seal the win...Down with 5 minutes 
left, Aycrigg goes on 29-0 run... Hustle close half on 19-0 run... Pollack to Meth just a bit high and inside... Lumberkings play with no mitts... Aw-
erbuch scores 4 goals...one of them a full court goal... Snitow hat trick... Greenberger 1 on 4 for hat trick... Avi Sudwerts 4 goals... Akiva Schwartz 
big three... Moshe Altschuller 2 run shot... Davis, Schimel, Wurtzel, Frohlich new camera crew... “Captain” Hack with an Eeshay grand slam... 
Rosenwasser pulls teammates flag... Buxbaum hits huge bank 3 in E league... Meth clean home run down the third baseline... Lisker walkoff 
single... Winter 99 yard pick six... Levsky has incredible Bicycle kick goal nullified on controversial offside call... Gelb 3 home runs in one game... 
Menachem Schwab clutch free throws... Double plays all around the diamond... Pollack beats Rabbi Schonfeld in connect four for ice cream...
deal or no deal... Boulders game... bunks are too greedy, again... Mr. Tzviki the show host... Ackerman outvoted by his bunk and loses... Rabbi 
Kessel gives night Seder... breaking up a fight in Washington Heights... Rabbi Kessel the superhero... Bobrowsky shootout goal in soccer...Barnett 
8 sacks... Strumeyer with the 9-3 put out... Rhein guns out Rothenberg at the plate... Kagans go ahead 2 run Eeshay double... Snitow’s contro-
versial foul pays off...Berenholz makes great catch to keep the bases loaded...Sudwerts goes on 15-0 run... Sundevils with 9 picks... YL Schwab 
flawless with the glove... YL Stern scores in OT to preserve undefeated season... Snitow throws 99 Yard TD... Rosenwasser tip drill touchdown...
Ungerman doesn’t miss from mid range... Barnett over the shoulder TD grab...and another... Azi Miller game sealing catch of foul tip... Sun Devils 
unbreakable zone... Seidman turns the jets on... Novack drinks the Gatorade... so does his shirt... Lowy the watermelon champ... Pomper vs Pal-
ley... N Gewirtz wins first prize in OTB... Berenholz vs Cooper... what exactly is an intentional walk... fast pitching in WBC... Awerbuch to Judah for 
OT goal... pushoff??... everybody wants krimsky... R Fishberg gives shiur in the gym... jackals game rained out...till next week...

Clifton
Edgewood 10-3

Garfield 9-4
Virginia 9-4
Scoles 5-8
Ravona 4-9
Loumar 3-10

 Passaic
Waverly 13-0
Temple 8-5
Aycrigg 7-6

Lafayette 8-5
Randolph 6-7
Terhune 6-7

Van Houten 5-8
Ascension 6-7
Ascension 3-10
Pennington 2-11

Overheard In Eeshay:
“WBC regular season games are 

more intense than league champi-
onship games”

From Beyond the Korn Field
Where is he? What happened to Baruch Korn? Was he kidnapped? Did Rabbi Schonfeld (I spelled it correctly. @Rabbi Fishberg. Inside joke) finally fire him like he had always 
dreamed? Or maybe worse? What if Rabbi Schonfeld KILLED Baruch Korn? He has the motive. After all, Baruch is much funnier than Rabbi Schonfeld, with a better beard, and 
is much better at baseball. I’ll bet Rabbi Schonfeld chopped up poor innocent Baruch, and disposed of his body by using it as fishing bait! (We all know fishing is his favorite 
sport. Which reminds me, did anyone win a deep sea fishing trip during Deal or No Deal? My guess is that the Bulls made money, the Bears made money, and the Pigs {espe-
cially Ackerman’s bunk} got slaughtered!!)What if there’s more? Maybe Sir Silverman the Grouchy was involved too? And no doubt Shimmy and the Black Magic Workshop had 
a hand in this foul play as well. After all, Lord Schonfeld could not possibly overpower Sir Baruch the Mighty all by himself. But then who’s writing this article?  
The answer is none other than ME! Yours truly Baruch Korn, alive and well. And you were all sooooo scared. I write to you from a top secret, untraceable, undetectable, and 
utterly unfindable location in Israel. In the kibbutz of Har Etzion, apartment 415. And I am on an equally secret mission: To establish a Camp Eeshay Israel branch. (Obvi-
ously soccer will be the only league game, for all grades. We will also play a game called marksmanship- The older league will get to use bazookas.) I spent the last few days 
standing on street corners shouting and waving my camp t-shirt, hoping to get recruits. Unfortunately, this didn’t work. The natives got so annoyed they threw me into the 
Mediterranean, which was full of jellyfish. After I got out of the hospital, I decided to get to know the lay of the land first, before trying again. So I toured the country, and here 
are the Fantastic Adventures of Baruch Korn!  
I first went to the Golan. There, I toured a winery, sampled some of their finest, and escaped before they could charge me. I then went to the Golan Heights. And let me tell 
you, they are most high indeed. Perfect for throwing rocks over the edge. Not that I would ever do that... but hypothetically. The next day, I swam down part of the Jordan 
River (who was Jordan anyway?) and toured Tzfat. I cannonballed into the Arizal’s mikvah (they just installed a new diving board)and yelled at everyone to get off the ropes. 
We did not need to have buddies. In Tel Aviv, I walked through the shuk, which was nice because it was hot, and the shuk had shade. After a hard ride southeast,  I finally saw 
it. A huge stone wall reaching incredible heights, and stretching endlessly from side to side. This was it the kotel/kosel (I’m not getting involved. Fight it out yourselves). The 
last remnant of of the Beis Hamikdash. A forever reminder of what was, and what could be. I had to get as close as I could. When I got to The Wall itself, I saw an inscription on 
the stone. It said “Made in China.” This could not be. I put my hand on the wall, and realized that it was not even made of stone. It was just a blue screen. Apparently someone 
had been trying to make the world’s biggest breakaway minyan.  Looking back, I should have suspected that something was off. After all, I was in Hebron. Soon I will go to Je-
rusalem, and regale you with my Adventures there, but first I need to actually get there, and you need to pay for the rest of the Adventures of Baruch Korn. Price on demand. 
(Shwarma ain’t cheap!)

Teams W L
Sun Devils 5 1
Shockers 4 2

Crimson Tide 3 3
Buckeyes 3 3

Boilermakers 2 4
Zips 1 5

Teams W L
Hustle 7 0
Blue 4 3
Drive 3 4

Swarm 1 6


